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YICCA 2020
International Contest of Contemporary Art

YICCA is an ambitious project regarding transperancy, comparison
and research of new artistic talents.
Nowadays it is becoming more and more difficult to comply with the
requirements of art market, in particular facing the challenge of
competing with the constantly increasing number of newly arising

YICCA 2020

artists in the contemporary art field.
YICCA competition’s aim is to promote the enrolled artists, giving
YICCA was founded in 2009. The decision of its foundation was

them chance to join the international market of contemporary art.

taken under the great influence of new ways of making and

YICCA 2020 is the natural continuation of YICCA 2019 contest,

thinking art that recently have discovered many surprising and

where the great success has prompted the association to expand its

unusual forms.

relations and cooperations with galleries and professionals.

This general confusion and rapid change of offers is without any
doubt challenging and extremely exciting.

The artists were chosen by an international jury, selected among art
critics, all internationally renowned.

The main goal of YICCA is to understand and to improve new talents

Their works and artistic researches are included in this catalogue.

that in this “beautiful chaos” are able to interpret better the
upcoming art.
We have assembled an international jury to whom is assigned the
task of selecting 18 finalists.
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Jury

DAINA MAJA TITONEL

MARTA JOVANOVIC
“Jovanovic is truly an artist of the twenty-first century. She can no longer call one country
home, after living in Europe, the Middle East and North America. Her practice moves effortlessly between performance, sculpture, video and installation. She is interested in the legacy of feminism, but she also has deep admiration for her male forbears. Are these contradictory stances? They should not be. For identity today is a shifting and transforming process,
rather than a fixed state. We have learned from the achievements as well as the mistakes of
earlier feminist thought—prescribing what is a liberated feminism from what is not is a futile
process. What is more enlightening is to understand that the post-feminist condition allows
for a personal quantification of identity, one that is not forced or assigned. This is what our
feminist predecessors fought for so bitterly—for our generation to have freedom to make our
own choices about our bodies, our art, our lives.” Dr. Kathy Battista – Marta Jovanovic: Performing the Self (2013)
StudioMartaJovanovic
www.m-art-a.net

Daughter of painter Angelo Titonel and art historian Lela Djokic, Daina Maja Titonel (Rome,
1970) took a degree in mathematics at La Sapienza University in Rome before starting out
on her career as Project Manager for Microsoft, where she worked for 4 years. In 2000 she
was co-founder of the Nuova Galleria Campo dei Fiori, an art gallery in Rome specialized
in Italian art of the 19th and 20th century. She organized over twenty exhibitions devoted to
artists of that period, edited various art publications and took part in the foremost Italian art
fairs (Palazzo Venezia, Milano Internazionale Antiquariato, Gotha, Modenantiquaria, etc.).
Alongside these activities, which continued for ten years, in 2006 she began curating shows
of contemporary art, seeking in the selected works, especially paintings, the quality found in
the great masters of the Novecento. In 2013 she opened her own gallery, MAC Maja Arte Contemporanea, acting as artistic director and exhibition curator. To date she has organized over
40 shows of contemporary artists. In 2016 she was one of the co-founders of the first edition
of Rome Art Week, managing relationships and contacts with private galleries, Foundations,
Academies and Institutes of Culture. In 2018 the Hungarian Academy commissioned her to
curate the show “Una, nessuna e centomila”.

MILICA CIROVIC
Milica Cirovic (Belgrade 1984) graduated at the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome in 2017. In
her art she uses her body in order to question the problems of identity, gender and sexuality
through the use of photography and video. She was a winner of the 5th edition of the ORA
Prize, selected for YICCA Prize in 2019 and the finalist in the photography section in the
international competition for COMBAT Prize in 2014. In 2015 she exhibits at the Codice Italia
Academy (56° Biennale of Art in Venice) in the section dedicated to the emerging artists from
Italian academies, which was curated by Vincenzo Trione at historical Palazzo Grimani. In
2019 she had her work exposed in Hungarian Academy in Rome as a part of exhibition One,
none and hundred thousand, curated by Maja Daina Titonel. During her artistic itinerary she
was selected for workshops where she worked with artists such as Antoni Muntadas and
Antonio Biasiucci.
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INTRODUCTION BY MARTA JOVANOVIC - Main juror of YICCA 2020
In a democratic context like YICCA, where artworks arrive from all over the world, covering numerous cultural backgrounds, challenges and questions and there is not a theme to guide the jury to chose the artworks
in the competition, it is not always easy to navigate. We were extremely lucky to state that numerous artists
responded with beautiful ideas and artworks to the current most urgent issues of memory, immigration,
loneliness, gender and the rapid changes that mark the complicated times we are currently living in during
and post COVID - 19 pandemic. In the end it seemd natural to choose, according to our opinion, the best works that also happen to respond to fundamental social and political questions and also work together in an
exhibition. Thematically we divided the works in three categories: Memory, Female agency and Changes.
MEMORY
Colored by nostalgia but also by the striking hope, elaborate and powerful installation El Último Testigo by
Alejandro Montenegro (Colombia) is deeply soothing. He describes it as short and charming stories, charged
with memories that recreate the past. ‘Told by the last witness to live that moment, aided with some evidence
to tell it (a picture, letter, telegram, object).’ Feelings of loneliness are evoked by two works: Mondi Inanimati
by Antonella Zito (Netherlands) and Hotel Girona by Greg Szostakiwskyj (Canada). While Zito’s male character is going about his daily errands cultivating his beautiful intimate world that is his immediate surrounding, Szostakiwskyj’s female standing by the pool of what seems like an abandoned hotel triggers a sense of
emptiness like in the paintings of Edward Hopper.
Elaborating the memory, inevitably brings us to the question of the passage of time, what time means to each
of us individually but also to us as humanity. In 7 candles, as Heming Zhang (USA) writes about the work:
‘The processes of burning of candles and blooming of flower are like the different stages of our life: new
born, childhood, adolescent, youth, noon, middle age, and agedness.’ With similar poetry Ivan Midzic (Croatia) builds his installation EcoTv-Tribute to Cargo Cults- Homage to Grandma’s, ‘wooden replicas of western
technology objects’ - according to the author. JI - time- performance by Kanoko Tamura (Spain) is a search
for the meaning of time both in the subject matter as well as in choosing of the medium. Performance art in
itself occupies immediate time and adds an extra layer to the work.

CHANGES
We live in the dramatically changing world to which most of the artworks responded promptly and that as a
theme naturally guided us in a difficult process of choosing one work of art over another. We are extremely
grateful to have had the opportunity to see so many powerful works. Through art we keep on asking question: What now? We also strive to give answers. ‘I build ecosystems in which the apparently real is nothing
more than an illusion, or is a composite of both.’ - Writes Julia Romano from Argentina on her work Paisajes
culturales XVIII - bignonia and Brendon Kahn (USA) seems to respond with his very real photograph Sliding
Hope while Dimpy Bhalotia (India) offers the most poetic solution to the question through the photograph We
Run, You Fly.
The powerful death, sleek, smooth and soft looking sculpture in reinforced concrete by Miguel Angel Reyes
Benz (Germany) finds itself in the strong juxtapose with Discomfort Object a photograph by Ola Czuba (Italy)
that reinterprets a Man of Sorrows, one of the devotional icons representing Christ as explained by the artist.
In the photograph the beautiful face and fit body of a man there are no wounds but a small acupuncture
needle attached in the area of ribs. We cannot help but wonder if alternative and altruistic approach in this
new world is the only answer. Along those lines we find a painting of optimism, togetherness and dance, dance, dance … Sans titre by Secardin Victor (France).
In the end we decided to leave the reader and the spectator contemplating on the Mille fleurs CS20 by the
Japanese artist A I. We leave you to indulge yourself in the danger of a sent that could be toxic or soothing
just like a person, or like a memory, or like a change. A sent can be violent but also sweet and loving. Rarely
presented in the world of visual art, a sent in this work is real food for thought and revisits the themes previously elaborated. It exists and it doesn’t, it is like a ghost, for some real for some not.
In the process of choosing the final eighteen, we decided first to separately look at the submitted works and
then compare notes. It was very touching that numerous works that we chose independently overlapped
which speaks of their power. We are very much looking forward to seeing them exhibited all together.

Marta Jovanovic

FEMALE AGENCY
Judy Chicago’s Dinner Party, an iconic feminist work hosted by the Brooklyn Museum is probably one of the
first artworks that comes to mind when we think of female agency in contemporary art. The woman is finally
out of her domestic environment and it is a banquet! A ceremonial arrangement for 39 places at the grand
triangular table, each place honoring an important woman from history. With her video installation A Place at
the Kauri Table, Debbie Donnelly (New Zealand) shakes to the core the question of the female agency today,
fifty years after Chicago’s Dinner Party. We hold our breaths to see what is at the table for women in the arena of the international social and political debate. We, the jury of three women in the art world with complicated national identities, were delighted to encounter s Donnelly’s immigrant women and hear their stories
at the table for 6 that speaks to millions.
On the other hand, Italian artist Sara Zunino tells about memory and hardship of immigration in a punch in
the stomach poetic way. Her installation Hand Luggage consists of small almost identical plastic bags filled
with some soil and marked by coordinates that represent places where the soil was collected (Libya, Dominican Republic, Algeria, New Zealand, Senegal, Turkey, Oman, to name the few countries on her list). ’This
extreme uniformity aims at stressing that there is no difference between one place and the other, between
one human being and another in the very moment in which people migrate and leave their place of origin.
Without knowing whether they’ll ever come back’ she writes about it. Stressful changes on immigration policies were introduced by Trump in the United States that shook to the core of what the country was all about:
diversity, American Dream, equality, democracy, safe haven for those who were persecuted and whose rights
were elsewhere violated. With her Accentful American Anthem, Polish artist Julia W. Szagdaj reminds us of
the essential values that America once represented.
Work LOVE- Breast Milk On Paper by Lumjete Havolli (Albania) is a striking statement of pure biology of
female body translated into art. It is performative almost, it is an action painting that Jackson Pollock could
have only dreamed of! His urine and sperm left on canvases and papers he worked on, never really left such
a strong mark like the delicate trace Havolli’s milk left on even more delicate paper. Strength of a woman
in Lake Superior Strong by Joan Bemel Iron Moccasin (USA) speaks volumes besides being a visual power
feast. It’s the determination to contunue the journey - no matter the difficulty or hardship. - writes the artist
about it.
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AI

MILLE FLEURS CS20
« Mille fleurs CS20 » is a fragrance-based installation.
A Perfume oil is in a glass bottle with warning label attached.
This is the perfume neither for smell nor wear.
Just to be and to feel.
The viewer cannot smell it never.
Is Perfume an Art form?
The perfume is 4D art for me.
More say, it’s a « Spatiotemporal art ».
A fragrance is mixture of volatile organic molecules.
It’s too small to see a molecule, but the perfume in the bottle is visible.
Aromatic molecules are vibrating, like a music.
It changes over time.
The fragrance can immediately control the brain, rewind and awaken memories, and allow
space-time travel from the present to the past.
Using these characteristics, I believe perfume has the big potential to interact and develop
with other fine arts.
The concept of this work is break the taboo.
As a perfumer, I can freely formulate fragrances by using natural and synthetic raw matrials.
However, from a regulatory, health, environmental protection, ethical and religious points of
view, perfumer’s ingredient palettes are so limited nowadays.
I am strongly agree with the movements.
At the same time, I have a desire to create fragrances without any restrictions.
« Mille fleurs CS20 » is a prototype of unlimited perfume.
I am not sure « Mille fleurs CS20 » is confirmed for your personal regulation.
That’s why nobody can smell it.
Formula is a confidential document.
So I cannot tell you what’s inside.
But you are free to imagine the scent.
Or would you like to break the taboo?
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Mille fleurs CS20

Glass bottle, Warning label, Perfume oil
2020
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AI

AI was born in Japan and who is a French-based creative perfumer and musician ( organ, piano, violin...).
As perfumer, over 10 years, AI creates formulas not only for fine fragrances but also diffusers, candles, cosmetics, personal care goods, fabric softners, detergents, bakhools... for world wide customers. From nich
fragrance brand to industrial fragranced consumer products.
At the Grasse au Pays des Merveilles 2019, which involved collaborations between film director and perfumer. AI created a scent for «Spleen» by Florian Beaume, web series of France Télévision, and it was diffused
in premiere at film theatre in Grasse.
AI appreciates music, ballet, architecture, poetry, manga, painting, pop art, nature, science and philosophy.
AI’s style of art focus on synesthesia such as crossovers in the senses. The marriage of scent with sense.
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ALEJANDRO MONTENEGRO

EL ÚLTIMO TESTIGO
SYNOPSIS
The last witness is a series of short documentaries that recreates stories that took place decades ago, and only have
one last witness.
Through nostalgia and remembrance, this series discusses trades, ways to love, to inhabit the world, to relate to
others, that belong to another era and may seem distant considering the hectic changes that mankind has been
through for the past century.
These are emotional pieces that, through memories, reflect the Latin American reality since the beginning of the
20th century: what was the world and people like when the planet seemed big and unattainable.
MULTIPLATFORM FORMAT
The last witness is a transmedia documentary series. Its universe is composed by diverse media that build on the
story as the narrative components are being explored. Short documentaries that last 3:30 minutes. Short and charming stories, charged with memories that recreate the past. Told by the last witness to live that moment, aided with
some evidence to tell it.
(a picture, letter, telegram, object).
An itinerant and interactive photo exhibition, that travels to different museums, cultural venues and universities. The
exhibition is composed by printed portraits in high format of each of the characters, along with a QR code that the
visitors can scan with smartphones to explore each documentary. The website www.elultimotestigo.com is where the
short documentaries will be stored, along with the portrait and other images, a review of the character, archives and
evidences that belong to the memories of each one of them.
CHARACTERS OF THE SERIES
1. Héctor Danilo Díaz - Love by mail
2. Ramiro Luna - Life is labor
3. Pompilio Urrea Sosa - The last Mariachi of Mexicali
4. Simón Alexandrovich - From Jew to Caleño
5. Juan del Carmen Caro Araya - - A life in the circus
6.Gilberto Hernández Gutiérrez - Box Camera
7. Efraín Forero Triviño - The indomitable Zipa
8. Maruja Viera - - A world of poetry
9. Gilberto Díaz Velasco - - Memories of war
10. Omar Valdivieso - Desolation
11. María Teresa Arizabaleta - The suffragette
12. Matilde Mizrachi - The power of women
AUDIOVISUAL TRATMENT
The aesthetic proposal is preciosist. The historic context set by the memories of the elders suggest an image selection that are prone to elaboration.
There is a main theme, that works as a narrative thread: a suitcase. In it, characters bring those things that witnessed events from the past. The correspondence between narrative and object are set by the script, to ensure that
details are under control, as well as the final outcome.
This is told using a dynamic montage that gives no time to lose focus from the story, and it is also backed by a tailormade soundscape.
The musical composition includes incidental music episodes, as well as silences and direct sound moments. However, most of each episode is decorated by a single music piece, custom made for
the plot. The viewer lives an experience through the entire play in a single movement.
AESTHETIC PROPOSAL
The ambience elaboration determines various mise-en-scene and plays a relevant part in the visual aesthetic of
the series. For each of the stories a set is created in an intimate place of the character. The summum of the nature
of each human being can be found there, in the vintage charm of a distant era, the tale of a pioneer, a witness. The
main course is placed here, the object that becomes the time machine (suitcase) enters the stage. From then, it
travels backwards.
Out of nowhere, this person loses some of his/her age while taking us to a particular era looking at some memories,
some of them even using an old attire. These are all actions that take us to the past without forgetting the present of
the character.
NARRATIVE AIDS
The narrative style is documentary. There lies the importance of the bond of the director and its team with each of
the characters.
To earn their trust as if they were family is the biggest challenge to tell a great story. The dynamic montage is there,
but the pace is also established by the character and its history. An organic language allows to change the pace and
keep the viewer connected and excited.
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El Último Testigo

Multiplatform Documentary Subgenre
3:30 minutes - 12 chapters
Production Company: Buena Movida SAS
2019
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ALEJANDRO MONTENEGRO

Entrepreneur, director and creator of the audiovisual agency Buena Moved in 2013. Company dedicated to
creating audiovisual communication strategies. He has participated in the post-production of documentary
series such as: “Sonidos del miscegenation ”, winner of the call of the Ministry of Culture, 2014, “Lessons
Learned”, 2013, Canal production Telepacific Regional.
In 2014, she was associate producer of the documentary “Travesía”, winner of DOCTV Latin America. At 2015,
I make the production and post-production of the documentary “Inty Raymi ”, for in 2014, was winner of the
call of the Ministry of Culture Laboratory C3 + d 2015 with the project “Green City” animated children’s series
in development, for the year 2016 the agency was in charge of the production and realization of the documentary series, ALIADAS, for the regional channel Telepacifico.
- Advertising and documentary projects Buena Movida Agency, DIRECTOR, 2013 - 2020
- SOS TV Program Valle Canal regional Telepacifico, DIRECTOR, 2019
- Documentary series “The Last Witness” Co-production
Buena Movida and Telepacifico, DIRECTOR, 2019
- Documentary “survivors” Valle del Lili Foundation, DIRECTOR, 2018
- Micro documentary series “Cali encounter of emotions”
Telepacifico regional channel, DIRECTOR, 2017
- Documentary Series “ALLIES” Women who build peace, Telepacifico regional channel, DIRECTOR, 2016.
- T.V children’s program “Pancho and the Magical Tales”, ANTV –Telepacifico - DIRECTOR AND PRODUCER, 2013
- Informative University of the Valley “Sintonía U.V”, June 2011 - 2015, -PRODUCER AND DIRECTOR.
- Winner of the call for the ZOOM Documentary Channel “Fibras” - October 2012 - SCRIPT AND DIRECTION
- I telepacify the program “Que Tenes en Mente” and “Salud es vida” of the
Departmental Health Secretary, 2011- DIRECTOR.
- Commercials “FULLIMP” Cleaning Products, 2018 - SCRIPT,
DIRECTOR.
- T.V program “gestando Ambiente”, UVTV, Santiago de Cali February to August 2009 - 2010. AUDIOVISUAL DIRECTOR Issue. REGIONAL
TELEPACIFIC CHANNEL.
- “Punto G” Program PRODUCER and DIRECTOR Channel University UVTV University of the Santiago de Cali Valley, January 2004 - 2012
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Antonella Zito
Netherlands
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ANTONELLA ZITO

MONDI INANIMATI#COUNTRYSIDE
The language of nothing that waits to become something, even if just for a while; the language of the significance that waits for someone to give it significance, though only in passing;
the language of a space without contours, it’s prepared to accept each contour it is offered,
even if only until all contours have been given. The language of space unmarked by scars of
the past, but ready to accept the cut of a blade; The language of the land of continuous beginnings, of the place without name whose identity does not yet exist.
The project “Mondi Inanimati” is inspired by Bauman’s aphorism in the book ‘Living in an age
of uncertainty’. This project tells several stories about many different lives of different people,
that however all have a common denominator: the lack of identity. We think about identity
when we are not sure about our belonging, when it is unknown how in the evident variety of
behaviour styles and modules and to make sure that people around accept this placement as
right and appropriate, so that parts know how to carry on each in the presence of the other.
Identity came into the modern practice and mentality in the form of individuality tasks. The
person’s task is to find a way out of the uncertain. Impersonality, coldness and emptiness
are the essential words of environmental language; they express the desire to see what it is
outside as insignificant and lacking of value. The dynamic spaces in the passing of time, they
contrast each other, to the individual staticity.

Mondi Inanimati#countryside
Fine art print
90x60 cm
2018
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ANTONELLA ZITO

I’m Antonella Zito I’m 32 years old, Italian based in Amsterdam; I’m a graphic designer, photographer and
video maker. My artistic themes are inspired by psychology, the study of the individual, contextualized by the
society and the environment. My photos, belong to the genre of “Staged Photography”, studied and curated to
the last detail, seeking to recreate real situations, environments and almost surreal characters told from an
introspective world turned inside out. Also in my video art, I’m inspired by the same principles as my photography, in which often the real and surreal are fused together.
My artworks have been exhibited and screened in galleries, foundations, museums and festivals in Italy and
Europe.
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Brendon Kahn
United States of America
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BRENDON KAHN

SLIDING HOPE
Sliding Hope is from the body of work, The Baby Tooth Isn’t Loose, which delves into an
estranged exploration of the fault lines in human nature where uncanny disruptions defamiliarize our experiences with ordinary. From fires, to human rights violations, to technological
authoritarian grips on power, the days are measured by new and concerning realities. This
body of work’s emphasis is on the territory of experience that describes an endless unsettling
where the mind is challenged by a mirage calling into question when it starts and stops. These uncomfortable forms of excess, desire, and hope, tie us together but also create further
separation than ever before in this consummate dance to the finish line.
Specifically, this works gestures of hope and a path of survival amidst utter destruction
display water as the focal immunity and root source of all life. Today’s world is a hotbed of
conflict, tension, and disaster with ecological circumstances bearing catastrophic damage
weighed down by human denial. Yet slivers of life survive in small, symbolic tokens like the
unscathed flowers in the pot and the children’s slide, each illuminating the existence of hope
in the face of ceaseless disaster. The simple and relatable notions the anxiety probes the
viewer to question, how despite our growth and immense intellectual evolutional capacity, we,
as humans upheld a disregard for obvious safekeepings only to be seduced by greed.

Santa Rosa, CA, USA.

Sliding Hope

Medium Format Analog Photography, Archival Pigment Print on dibond
101x81 cm
2017
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BRENDON KAHN

Southwest United States based visual artist Brendon Kahn’s work explores today’s reality where the approach to photography is navigated by a mirage in the vicinity of contrast and unsettling moments where uncanny disruptions defamiliarize our experiences with the ordinary. Guided by competition and paved by modernity’s fierce push for perfection, these strangely manufactured channels of both sincerity and surreal moments
raise questions around our notions of certainty and visual faith. Using bold, sensual colors within gripping
environments Kahn configures a mysterious and at times destabilizing reality for the viewer. Kahn astutely
focuses in on the enigmatic perspectives he discovers, thereby revealing the subtleties and strange beauty in
the visible world. With concentrated focus, he creates highly charged and psychologically captivating images
of great resonance. Using both analog and digital processes he continues to make lens based work recently
winning the PDNedu Grandprize for Landscape and the Photography Award for the Ashurst Emerging Artist
Prize, named one of the Lensculture 2019 Emerging Artist talent winners, recipient of the Fall 2019 Innovate
Grant, and recently shortlisted for the Palm Photo Prize 2020.
Education
December 2019 BFA Photography (Honors), California College of the Arts, Oakland, CA
Awards/Grants
2020 Arte Laguna Prize Shortlist 15th Edition 2020
2019 Innovate Grant Recipient Winter 2019
2019 Alexia Foundation Grant Student Shortlist 2019
2019 Lens Culture BW Awards Finalist 2019
2019 Void Photo Book Award Finalist
2019 Lens Culture Emerging Artist 2019 Winner
2019 Lucie Foundation x Chromalux Fine Art Scholarship Shortlist 2019
2019 Ashurst Emerging Art Prize Photography Winner, London, UK 2019
2019 Fotofilmic MESH Shortlist
2019 Head On Photo Finalist, Sydney, Australia
2019 PDNedu 2019 Grand Prize Landscape
2019 Leitung Fotofestival Lenzburg Shortlist, Switzerland
2019 Independent Photo Finalist
2017 First Year Program Judges Choice Overall Winner, California College of the Arts, CA, USA
Exhibition Record (Selected)
2020 Arte Laguna Art Prize 14th Edition Exhibition (TBD 2020)
2019 LensCulture Emerging Artist Winners Exhibition, Galerie Joseph, Paris Photo Fair, Paris, France
2019 Ashurst Emerging Art Prize Photography Winner Solo Exhibition, London, UK
2019 Profound Movement, Houston Center for Photography, Houston, Texas, USA
2019 FORECAST 2019, SF Camerawork, San Francisco, USA
2019 Color, CICA Museum, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea
2019 Metamorphosis, Palm Springs Art Museum, CA, USA
2019 Motion, PH21, Budapest, Hungary
2019 MiamiPhoto2019, Miami, FL, USA
2019 The Other Art Fair, Sydney, Australia
2019 Berkeley Civic Center Exhibition, Berkeley City Hall, Berkeley, CA, USA
2019 Stranger Than Fiction, MILLEPIANI, Rome, Italy
2019 Landscape and Architecture, Blackbox Gallery, Portland, OR, USA
2018 YOU CAN LIVE FOREVER IN PARADISE ON EARTH, Isabelle Percy West Gallery, Oakland, CA, USA
2018 Roots Studio Exhibition, New York City, New York, USA
brendon.kahn@yahoo.com
www.brendonkahn.com
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Debbie Donnelly
New Zealand
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DEBBIE DONNELLY

A PLACE AT THE KAURI TABLE
A short film about places and readings by six migrant women: afloat on a white cloth that
captures their sites of identity. Table settings, as an arts installation device, are connected
through materials that speak of ‘individual arrivals’ at the Kauri Table as metaphor for home.
Each narrative invites the audience to experience new and past migrant reflections. The
sequentially lit placements focus on memories of intergenerational migration. The settings
speak to abuse or the experience of isolation and sometimes, the journey into a sense of
well-being. Each woman is moved towards situating herself into kinship (what Māori think of
as whanaungatanga) in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
www.wia2020.org

A Place at the Kauri Table

Participatory arts installation( film recording) of New Zealand migrant women’s arts
Narrative film - 6 minutes
2019
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DEBBIE DONNELLY
Deb Donnelly lives on the Kapiti Coast, New Zealand. Her art works have been exhibited nationally and internationally as a materials-based artist and on arts residencies abroad, mainly in Asia.
As an inter-disciplinary installation artist Donnelly uses auto-ethnography; a self-narrative that critiques the
situatedness of self with others in social and environmental contexts.
New work is based on layered observations, connecting art processes and inviting audience interaction to
pause and construct their own responses. The research links personal narrative and reflective practice with
my established role as arts educator and practitioner. Currently my collaborative work revolves around the
notion of catalytic change in self, place and materials to record bio morphic forms in 2D and 3D art media as
time, skills and local narratives which are blended in the site specific studio space.
Interests also involve working with diverse migrant or transient art communities that locate and reflect internal and external values as constructs initiated by society. This practice allows for a film documented picture
of cultural diversity in Aotearoa; distilling a sense of time and place in authentic focus. The contexts of interdisciplinary arts can offer pathways for empathy and a place for kinship to ignite in communities. Creating
awareness of the challenges migrant women face, their resilience and associated pressures still currently
experienced in democratic societies.
Work experience
2019 - 2020
2000 - 2019
2005 - 2019

Independent artist, curator and educator
Visual artist and design tutor, textile arts co-ordinator, arts manager
Co-programme manager/ Visual Arts lecturer

Education
2008
Masters in Teaching, Victoria University, Wellington
Studio work and exhibition practice
2002
Design research Massey University
2000
Certificate in Adult Teaching Whitireia Polytechnic NZ
1989
Diploma in Teaching, Wellington College of Education
1980
Diploma in Textile Design
Awards
2019
2018

Japan Foundation and Ishibashi Foundation, cultural arts research grant for contemporary art - Japanese textiles
https://www.jpf.go.jp/e/project/culture/exhibit/exchange/fellow_ishibashi/2019.html
New Zealand Japan Education Programmes (NZJEP), and Whitireia Polytechnic NZ - Weltec research committee Grants
awarded for Japanese cultural textiles study and artist in residence at Studio Kura, Japan.
https://www.ilep.ac.nz/nzjep
https://studiokura.info/en/guestartists/deb-donnelly/

Exhibitions list
2019
Moving Continents: Japan Blue Aizome with Hiroshi Tomihisa, Te Auaha Gallery, Wellington & Suter Gallery, Nelson and
AP@ KT2019 short film and oral presentation for NZ Costume and Textile Association Symposium
2019
A Place at the Kauri Table, ITP Whanaungatanga research symposium and exhibition installation. Hawkes Bay
2019
Containers art exhibition, Mahara Galllery, Waikanae.
2018
Studio Kura artist in residents exhibition Itoshima, Fukuoka, Japan
2018
Changing Threads Finalist works curated contemporary art textiles exhibition and catalogue at Refinery Gallery, Nelson.
2018
Moving Continents group exhibition and artist talks at Mahara Gallery Waikanae
2018
Tuākana, Te Auaha visual arts tutors exhibition curated by Mary Jane Duffy, Te Auaha Gallery, Wellington
2018
Japanese immigrant photo exhibition and public seminar presentation at Central Public Library, Wellington
2017
Waterways at Surface Nexus curated art residency exhibition, Dali Contemporary Art gallery, Dali Art Factory, Yunnan
Province, China
debdonnellydtd@gmail.com
https://www.behance.net/debdonnelly
https://debdonnellyecotextiles.wordpress.com/
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Dimpy Bhalotia
India
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DIMPY BHALOTIA

WE RUN, YOU FLY
This photograph was shot on the New Year’s (December 31st) 2018 and is from an ongoing
project titled “We Run, You Fly”. For me, this project and this photograph is an interpretation
of experiencing freedom. It is shot in black and white because it fades away the question of
the who’s and the what’s and where’s and the when’s. And what remains is the pure moment
and movement that has been captured. For me, this photograph is my visual lexicon which
has no smokescreen. It’s the utmost truth of what was happening around me that I captured
leaving my viewer to enjoy it with staggering intellect moment. The emotions it emits from it
vibrates the same in all of us. The viewer feels invited inside this photograph regardless of
age. Emotions of love and freedom. Emotions of knowledge and youthfulness. Emotions and
energy of naiveness and curiosity.
Now that we all are going through uncertain times, I look at this photo and I remember how
it is to feel like a part of nature, free and running after flying birds. I feel like I am that soul
running behind thousands of birds that I crave now to experience even more. The freedom
to fly on any horizon. Having said that we need the birds more than they need us. And the
way we crave freedom so does birds do. The damnation of birdlife has severely damaged the
ecosystem.
To convey the real threat of shrinking bird life I am using a contrariwise method through
my photos. Showing how beautiful birds are and how we enjoy chasing and running behind
them. Their presence is like billions of flying stars around us. This earth is for both humans
and animals and it’s high time we don’t take them for granted. I want my viewers to have a
feeling to go out and look for them and if they don’t find it, they will have a question arise that
how birds are going extinct. I have spent more than a decade investigating and researching
about birds. Scouting and looking for birds that are endangered by environmental changes
and helping organizations save them. I want to take the next bigger step with this project and
save the birds and spread the message widely. My photographs are a message of hope and
happiness with memories and wanting viewers to have the urge to leave home and embrace
and respect nature and age gracefully in love and with love.

We Run, You Fly
Photography
50,8x38,6 cm
2018
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Dimpy Bhalo.a is an autodidac.c hodophile fine art street photographer based out of London. ADer
comple.ng her schooling from Bombay, she moved to London to pursue a bachelor’s degree in Fashion.
Having worked in the fashion and interior’s industry for many years with renowned designers in London,
she found her love in street photography, and she believes the black and white medium found its love
in her. She has won more than 15 awards and has exhibited in 9 countries. She was named as the best
street photographer of 2019 according to The Phoblographer and have been featured more than 400 .mes
across print and digital media.

DIMPY BHALOTIA

She sees the world in monochrome and finds art in the extraordinary details of the seemingly ordinary
life on streets. She believes the universe is a piece of art and so is every soul and street. It is this inspira.
on that makes photography her ‘fitoor’ (passionate obsession). She travels the globe cuYng across hills,
deserts and seas shoo.ng to capture natural predilec.on for unpredictable, larger than life movements
lending visual and emo.onal excitement in her photographs.
To her, street photography is her visual lexicon which has no smokescreen. It’s the utmost truth of what
is happening around us that she loves capturing with staggering intellect in black and white which is the
most de-clu4ered version of her world. She strives to make that state of mind contagious for her viewers,
encouraging people to step back from technology to appreciate their lived experience and spread the
message of hope, love, energy and freedom through her photographs.
Qualifica,ons
-BA (HONS) Fashion Design Technology - London College of Fashion, University of the Arts London, UK.
-Strategic Management and Innova.on - Copenhagen Business School, Denmark.
-Digital Marke.ng & Analy.cs - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Awards - 19’ and 20’
PIPA Awards - Grand Winner
PIPA Awards - 1st Place
The Independent Photographer - 1st Place
APF Mag - 1st Place
San Francisco Street Fes.val - 1st Place
Mobile Photo Awards - 1st Place
IPPAWARDS - 2nd Place
Italian Street Photo Fes.val - 2nd Place
Feature shoot - 2nd Place
Toshiba Awards - 2nd Place
The Independent Photographer - 2nd Place
IPA Awards - 2nd Place
Montage Awards - 2nd Place
iPhone Awards - 2nd Place
35 Awards - 3rd Place
35 Awards - 35 Best Photographers
Books - 19’ and 20’
-Women Street Photographers - To be published by Prestel, Random House in March 2021 wri4en by Ami Vitale.
-WOW - A TO Z represen.ng Human Values - To be published in March 2021
-35 Awards – Top 100 and Top 35 Photographer of 2018 and 2019
Exhibi,ons - 19’ and 20’
PIPA Awards - London, UK
Art Space PS109 - New York, USA
Berlin Photo Week - Berlin, Germany
Italian Street Photo Fes.val - Rome, Italy
PHOS Sofia Photo Fes.val – Sofia, Bulgaria
FIAP Biennale - Chelyabinsk, Russia
Toshiba Exhibi.on - Dubai, UAE
SPi Street Awards - Flickr Headquarters’, San Francisco, USA
San Francisco Street Fes.val - San Francisco, USA
Documen.ng Humanity – New York, USA
Feature shoot - Posters on the streets of New York, USA
Montage - Calcu4a, India
Retro Kolkata - Calcu4a, India
Virtual Exhibi,ons – 19’
-Retro Kolkata
-Kolga Awards
-Format Fes.val
Press and Features more than 400 ,mes across print and digital media. (To name a few)
BBC News
GQ Magazine
Fotografiska
Livemint
Time out London
Evening Standard
Mirror U.K.
Pop Sugar
Gulf News
Economic Times
Deccan Herald
The Phoblographer
dimpybhalo.a@gmail.com - h4ps://linktr.ee/dimpybhalo.a
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Greg Szostakiwskyj
Canada
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GREG SZOSTAKIWSKYJ

HOTEL GIRONA
The basic concepts of design, composition, balance, harmony are all very important in my
painting. It is my intention to take the image, to use or manipulate these techniques and develop an image that will interest the viewer.
As artists we use different tools to complete the process. Regardless of the technique used,
these basic concepts are still and will always be very much part of the journey.
The composition then becomes the major component of the finished piece. Whether it be the
view of the back of a hotel swimming pool, it is the artist’s job to create this imagery that
brings the viewer inside the piece.

Hotel Girona

Oil on canvas
30 inches x 18 inches
2019
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GREG SZOSTAKIWSKYJ
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Heming Zhang
United States of America
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HEMING ZHANG

7 CANDLES
The scene was built by 7 candles that were burnt in different time, and the flame was replaced by 7 flowers belonged to Amaryllidaceae that bloom in different stages. The processes of
burning of candles and blooming of flower are like the different stages of our life: new born,
childhood, adolescent, youth, noon, middle age, and agedness. Everything in the world has
their own pace, and all in process, while we thought it was too late like the candle body, it
might show the brightest light.

7 candles

Photograph printed on aluminum plate
40’’ x 20’’ (82x41 cm)
2020
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HEMING ZHANG

A mix media artist, based in NYC, Bushwick. With great passion of natural history and nature phenomena, his
current works are exploring the relationship of growth and structure of different creatures, through installation and photography.
He earned his BS of applied chemistry in BUCT(Beijing), and MFA in SVA.
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Ivan Midzic
Croatia
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IVAN MIDZIC

ECOTV-TRIBUTE TO CARGO CULTS-HOMAGE TO GRANDMA’S
In «Tribute to Cargo Cults» I make connection with cultures less technologicaly developed
than ours to point out surprising similarities between us. The way Curgo Cults built wooden
replicas of western technology objects hoping to get more cargo from modern gods reminds
us of our own pop-cultural worship of hi-tech gadgets and modern pop-gods. I also want to
point out the ecological component and point out that environmental change and ecological
problems arose long ago when a man tame the first animal and planted the first plant and
began to change the environment.

EcoTv-Tribute to Cargo Cults-Homage to Grandma’s
Wood, fabric
130x60x60 cm
2019
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IVAN MIDZIC

Ivan Midzic is born on April the 6th 1976 in Osijek, Croatia. In 2002 graduated on sculpture department at
Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb and 2007 mastered arts at Academy of Fine Arts and Design in LJubljana,
Slovenia.. Member of Croatian freelance artists association.
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Joan Bemel Iron Moccasin
United States of America
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JOAN BEMEL IRON MOCCASIN

LAKE SUPERIOR STRONG
Mixed Media Photomontage with images from two separate lakes, two different women, multiple skies, and 3D scanned silk.
“Lake Superior Strong” is about courage, hope, and action during a pandemic. From bus drivers to healthcare workers, it’s frontline workers putting their lives on the line to help others.
It’s teachers, food service workers, farmers, and all of those who self isolate. It’s the determination to continue the journey – no matter the difficulty or hardship.

Lake Superior Strong

Mixed Media - Photomontage
60,96x50,8x2,5 cm
2020
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JOAN BEMEL IRON MOCCASIN

Education:
University of Minnesota –Twin Cities. B.F.A., Studio Art, 1994.
Mentorship Program/Woman’s Art Registry of Minnesota, 1995 – 1996.
Selected Exhibitions:
2020 - Minnesota Museum of American Art, “Water 2020 - Biennial,” St. Paul, MN. USA
2020 - See|Me Exhibition, “Art Saves Humanity,” Selection of top work, Virtual Exhibition
2020 - Millepiani Gallery, “Isolation/Living Apart,” International Group Exhibition, Rome, Italy
2019 - Nicolet Art Gallery, “32nd Annual Northern National Exhibit,” Rhinelander, WI. USA
2018 - Dole Mansion Gallery, “Dangerous Lullabies IV,” Crystal Lake, IL. USA
2018 - Dissidence Museum, “#00 Biennial de La Habana,” Havana, Cuba.
2018 - Atlantic Works Gallery, “BB5,” Atlantic Works Gallery, Boston, MA. USA
2017 - Edward J. & Helen Jane Morrison Gallery, “Range Exhibit, Morris,” MN. USA
2017 - Nemeth Art Center, “MYSYSYPYN,” Park Rapids, MN. USA
2017 - The Untitled Space Gallery, “UPRISE / ANGRY WOMEN,” New York City, NY. USA
2016 - Dole Mansion Gallery, “Dangerous Lullabies II,” Crystal Lake, IL. USA
2015 - NAWA Gallery, “Voices: An Artist’s Perspective,” New York City, NY. USA
2014 - Minnetonka Center for the Arts, “Biennial Exhibition,” Wayzata, MN. USA
2014 - Minneapolis College of Art and Design, “Die Wunderkammer,” Minneapolis, MN. USA
2013 - Gallery 26-19 Jackson Ave, “Creatives Rising,” Long Island City, NY. USA
2013 - Times Square NYC Video, “The Story of the Creative,” New York City, NY. USA
2013 - Los Angeles Center for Digital Art, “LACDA International,” Los Angeles, CA. USA
2010 - Altered Esthetics Gallery, “Iron and Candy,” St. Paul, MN. USA.
2009 - Cargill Hall Gallery, “The Precious Object,” Minneapolis, MN. USA
2005 - Fontenelle Nature Association, “Elements Environmental Arts,” Bellevue, NE. USA
2004 - Washington Gallery of Photography, “Looking for America,” Bethesda, MD. USA
Public Collections:
Chase Center Art Collection, Chase Center, San Francisco, CA. USA
Vikings Art Collection, U.S. Bank Stadium, Minneapolis, MN. USA
Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum, Minneapolis, MN. USA
Select Honors and Awards:
Minnesota State Arts Board Artist Initiative Grant. Minneapolis, MN. 2015
LACDA International Juried Competition Award. Jurors Holly Harrison, LA County Museum of Art, Peter Frank, Huffington Post. Los
Angeles, CA. 2013.
Juror’s Award. Elements Environmental Exhibit, Juror Mark Masuoka, Museum of Art Denver. Bellevue, NE 2005.
Jerome Foundation Fellowship for Artists, semi-finalist, 2004
joanironmoccasin@gmail.com
www.joanim.com
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Julia Romano
Argentina
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JULIA ROMANO

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES XVIII – BIGNONIA
I made the series Cultural Landscapes with scanned or downloaded images from European
paintings of landscape, digitally joined with my own photographs of Latin-American sights
(Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, Mexico, Peru)
My production has landscape as its central element as well as beauty and the intersections
between the natural and the created; questioning that even what we consider natural is
actually the result of a figment of culture. Through collage and photography, I show how the
same territory can be shaped up to convey a different landscape to each new viewer.
My work goes deeper into the fact that representation makes the existence of landscape
possible. Representation is a way to make the object real and show it to us. It is the moment
the artists starts painting their surroundings on their canvases when the territory becomes
landscape. The observation of the artist is a possibility, one look at the world.
Our observation is conditioned by the multiplicity of ways in which landscape has been represented along the history of art; therefore we do not observe our surroundings in a static,
unique and truthful way, but as a plastic production. The way in which environment is represented is the shape the world takes up.

Cultural landscapes XVIII – bignonia

Photography and digital collage. Inkjet print on cotton paper
5/7 copy
2018
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JULIA ROMANO

Julia Romano was born in 1978, in Santa Fe, Argentina. She is a Professor and Licentiate in Plastic Arts from
the Cordoba National University, Argentina.
Her production is mainly based on the construction of digital images from photographs. On her last works,
she is interested in contemporary theories that approach landscape as an object of representation in the
history of art. Throu her works, this genre transforms to become digital collages made with photographs and
paintings and installations of artificial gardens invading different architectures.
She has participated in numerous contests and exhibitions, both individual and collective, at home and overseas. Her works are part of important national and international collections. She lives in La Calera, nearby
Cordoba city, Argentina.
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Julia W. Szagdaj
Poland
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JULIA W. SZAGDAJ

ACCENTFUL AMERICAN ANTHEM
I’m an immigrant in the English language. I’m Accentful. And I have a dream of making space
in a way we speak for the materiality of sounds, representations, patterns, ways of storysinging, and emotions.
I’m imagining the Accentful world instead of the Accentless one. What if speech becomes
more inclusive and multi-cultural? How the Accentful world could actually sound like?
I try to challenge the established systems by bending English language from hegemonic linguistic standards that shouldn’t exist in any future we imagine. By being Accentful I chose to
celebrate the wonders of sounds that stretch jaws and minds.
A symbolic form of an American Anthem creates a poetic protest. Treating language as a
material a singer weaves in linguistic puzzles and poetic irregularities.

Accentful American Anthem
Video Art
2020
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JULIA W. SZAGDAJ

Julia W. Szagdaj / eng pron. Yulia W. Shagday/ is a Polish transdisciplinary designer living in New York. Her
speculative design practice is guided by rigorous design-led research, creations through lenses of situatedknowledges from her own culture, and appreciation of humor in discursive design. She currently studies MFA
Transdisciplinary Design at Parsons School of Design. She also happens to make an excellent bawarka – a
cup of tea with milk that her grandma always makes.
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Kanoko Tamura
Spain
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KANOKO TAMURA

JI -TIME, MYSELFThis is a performance video filmed in Madrid, Spain. It is totally original style
mixture of several different techiniques which has the influence of butoh (Japanese dance
theatre), contemporary dance, and throat singing.
Where am I?
What is time?
Why am I here?
Who am I?
All the answers are inside.

JI -time, myselfPerformance
2020
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KANOKO TAMURA

Kanoko Tamura was born in the dense, crowded metropolis of Tokyo in 1980, while still a child, her family
moved to the forests of Nagano where she grew up in a quiet, nature-filled environment. At the age of 18
while studying abroad in Scotland, she was greatly shocked by the huge difference in both the culture and the
way of thinking compared with Japan. This was the start of her continued fascination with the world and its
cultures, leading her to live in England, New Zealand, Austria, Thailand and Spain.
In 2001, she started contemporary dance training in London, England, later continuing her training in
Salzburg, Austria. During this time she learned the exsistence of the avant-garde Japanese Butoh dance
form through a Slovenian classmate who thought her work bore similarities to the Butoh style. Upon her
return to Tokyo a year later, she eventually studied Butoh under Yukio Waguri.
Between 2011 and 2015, she lived in Thailand, giving birth to two boys. During this time, her artistic performances were restricted to a small number of video works.
She returned to Europe in 2016, moving to Madrid, Spain, where she resumed her career as a performing
artist. She learnt throat singing from Enrique Martinez, which she used to then create her own unique style a combination of throat singing and authentic body expression influenced by contemporary dance and butoh
techniques.
Having lived in various countries and experienced different cultures from a young age, I am inspired by my
interactions with people who have different ways of thinking and living. This inspiration not only comes from
the positives of such interations but also the negatives such as social isolation, tension and racism. My early
experiences of these made me think a lot about the differences between myself and the others. I began to
think about what identity is, who I am, and how I want to live. I use improvisation to express my inner conflicts, doubts and the true desire of my soul through body and voice. I want to be very honest and authentic in
my expression, not dependant only on technique.
I would be greatly happy if a person feels an emotional connection to my art rather than trying to simply interpret its meaning. The heart can sometimes reveal more truth than the mind.
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Lumjete Havolli
Albania
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LUMJETE HAVOLLI

LOVE
What is this power that makes dark red blood become clear and white?
The work is part of my cycle “Basic Instinct”
Love, Pain, Fear- those three human basic instincts are represented on fragile paper
where I used my body like a medium.
I imagine people looking closely and thinking of my questions.
Sometimes basic instinct is represented as installation, sculpture or other.
The story of love: siting on the back seat of a shared cab on a hot summer midday, thinking
of my baby imaging him at home. Lost in the thoughts felt the watery breast milk dropping on
my hand through pads, through my white dress leaking then into my lap in a car shared with
strangers.
In an instance the love was so visible.
felt like a miracle just happened.
My dark red blood became white and clear.
How?
Why?
?
I know the answer, but I still don’t know it…

LOVE

Breast Milk on Paper
24x20 cm
2017
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LUMJETE HAVOLLI
My works are inspired by questions and worries that I have on my mind.
My curiosity stays, it does not matter that I understand the “What” if there is still a “How” or a “Why” in my
head. My curiosity for little natural phenomena, strange powers, mind, changes and instinct makes me create so I can share. I like when art viewers are deeply affected and understand my point of view.
She finished her BA and MA studies on Set Design in Faculty of Fine Arts at Pristina University. Since 2004
she has been involved in various art activities and has organized artistic projects such as protect the environment, artists’ colony, exhibitions, set design and has created puppets for children’s theatre. She worked
at MAK (Manchester aid to Kosovo) since 2006 in summer school and other projects. She held personal art
classes to Podujeva children since 2010 to 2014. She is certificated as Graphic Designer in WOW (Woman in
Online Working) from A.U.K, EYE and R.I.T Kosova since 2017. Lumjeta works at Quality School International
Kosovo as an art teacher since 2018.
Her art inspiration comes from nature, human behavior, the magic world of children, intuit and instinct of
living creatures. She creates her art in various mediums and uses different techniques and materials.
Professional Experience
2018- Art teacher at Quality School International Kosovo
2017 - Graphic Design and Freelancing at WOW (Woman in Online Working) Pristina, Upwork, Freelancer, Linkedin, Fever …
2016- presentation: Art and Crafts at Pristina University
2013- Bronze casting training at Castel Fine Arts Foundry, UK
2010-2014 Art courses for children at Podujeva
2009- Presentation: Peace One Day at Yorkshire Sculpture Park, UK
2009- Discussion about art and the role art plays in the society. Participants curators from UK and Kosova, including Eden Project, Yorkshire Sculpture Park, MANCAT- College, Manchester Aid to Kosovo and Vision of Peace.
2007- Workshop with Mitchell Rose at Dodona Theatre, Prishtina
2007- Workshop with Sislej Xhafen at Station, Prishitna 2005- Workshop with Sue Hill at Peace Park, Podujeva
2004- Training for creating public spaces with Manchester Aid to Kosovo, Podujeva.
Exhibitions
2019- “ Is This Me… Or I do It For You Only?”, solo exhibition at GMK qafa Pristine.
2016- “Nature and the magical truth that we exist”, Culture Centre Podujeva
2014- “Batllava 2014” Culture Centre Podujeva,
2011- Etnofest- Kukajt
2011- Stitch cut draw at More Arts-Wokingham, London 2010-Nudo, Ekspoart 40, Prishtine
2009- “10” Exhibition a collocation with artists from UK and Kosovo, Podujeva
2007- Today her and where tomorrow, Podujeva 2004- Vision of Peace at Eden Project UK
Projects
2016- Puppets for “Fustani pika pika” directed by Melihate Qena
2015- Making wings and crafts for Albulena Borovci
2015- Set design for “Sonat” film, directed by Durim Kryeziu
2014- Artists’ Colony “Batllava 2014”
2011-Set design for “Sonat” film, directed by Durim Kryeziu
2011-costumes for “Sonata e Krojcerit” film, directed by Durim Kryeziu
2011-Set design and grim for “Toka e Zotit” film, directed by Mentor Spahiu
2011-Asistent costumes “Agus dei” film, directed by Agim Sopi
2010- Youth Exhibition “Our Dream” at Culture Centre Podujeva
2010-Costums and grim for “Heroi” directed by Burim Tufa
2010- Making of puppets “Princess and Dragon” directed by Melihate Qena
2010- Childrens Show, making of puppets “Magical Violet” directed Melihate Qenës,
2009- Co-organiser of exhibition “10”
2009- Making of puppets “Ordered Post” directed by Melihate Qenës
2009- Set design for “FEDRA” show, directed by Fadil Hysaj
2009- Sculpture, flower and waste for the International Environment Day
2009- Sculpture with flower at Manchester Peace Park
2008- Exhibition at the city Centre – open environment
2007- Sculpture, the globe for the Earth Day
2006- Exhibition at city Centre for the International Environment Day
lumjetaa@gmail.com
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Miguel Angel Reyes Benz
Germany
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MIGUEL ANGEL REYES BENZ

THE POWERFUL DEATH
“Another method of investigating an unknown thing is to use homogeneous matter, whether
it be the mass, volume, temporality, or spatiality, and transform it, and to clearly present
the sense that they are different things. In the case of a phenomenon, materials of different quality are simultaneously replaced by a reciprocal condition, but as for homogenous
things, the object of reciprocal interaction is contained in the things themselves, the subject
and object become integrated, and thing itself exists as an object that should be seen. For
this existing thing to appear, a human-made deliberate act must be imposed, a mechanical
treatment must occur. However, this is not enough of an issue for us. Rather, it is sufficient to
acknowledge that an object clearly exists as it transforms.”*
The powerful death was produced as a collaboration with the writer Domenico Chiappe and
the musician Santiago Burelli in memoriam of the writer´s daughter. After a period of experimentaition with the material, I thought about how to reach an abstract shape that could
represent an endless entering and letting out of matter through light, shadow, balance,
transformation, change and movement, as an understanding of life and death as a dialectic
between immanence and trascendence. The smooth lines and undefined edges of the piece
make the shape disappear over the white background, while the shadows generated by the
shape subtly define its silhouette. The long hours that it took to build the structure, fill it with
concrete, sand it, and cover it with vinyl, combined with the time that yellowed the vinyl, infused the piece with a sence of lived and lost time.
*Kishio Suga, “The Start of Disappearance: As Things Deny Things, 1969.” Originally published as Katsuragawa Sei (pseudonym of Kishio Suga

The powerful death
Reinforced conctrete
60x40x40 cm
2019
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The fact that I was trained as an Architect (2009-2016) informs my experience of matter, space, and time, and
also why I understand public space as a place to be built.
In college I majored in philosophy of space and time, geometry, sculpture, landscape and construction
courses where we had to design and build experimental structures.

MIGUEL ANGEL REYES BENZ

After having participated in different architecture competitions and working in many studios, both as student
and professional, I began studying artists related to the Mono Ha movement or School of Things, including:
Isamu Noguchi, Takesada Matsutani, Lee Ufan, Keiji Uematsu, Kishio Suga, Nobuo Sekine, Susumu Koshimizu, Jiro Takamatsu, Kwon Young-Woo, Park Seo-Bo, Toshikatsu Endo, Jiro Takamatsu and Noboru Takayama.
The aforementioned movement introduced me to new aesthetic theories and methodologies of thought and
creation. From then on I understood that the idea of material does not exceed its formal boundaries, it is
form in itself and it could mistakenly be confused with elements which are external to its own constitution.
At the same time I started a series of site specific installations in public space, titled ‘one hundred twenty
meters of steel tube hanging between bridge and river’, ‘one hundred twenty meters of steel tube laying on a
stairway’, and, ‘a stone stuck between twelve meters of steel tube’ (2016) in collaboration with wooden boat
carpenters and steel mill workers from whom I learned to work with my hands and trust my eyes. This experience allowed me to leave the dogmatic cult of blueprint controlled results.
In my creative process I always start from the understanding of a material or a technique related to a standard piece ‘Form’. Once I know its properties and possibilities, I propose a system to achieve different ‘Shapes.’
I prefer to use the sketch and prototype as a guide for my work. The information the prototype brings, becomes valuable material for the final result. In some cases the sketch become the actual piece. For example,
the prototype of ‘The Powerful Death’ (2019) was traced by eye first and then covered in concrete.
STUDIES / ACADEMIC RECOGNITIONS
2009-2012
Architecture Bachelor at Pontifical Catholic Univer- sity of Chile, Santiago, Chile.
2013-2014
Architecture Master TU Berlin / (DAAD) German Academic Exchange Service Scolarship,
2016
Architecture Academic Excellence recognition - Pontifical Catholic University of Chile.
SCHOLARSHIPS
2013
-DAAD Study scholarship for foreign graduates in the field of Architecture, architecture Master TU Berlin, Berlin, Germany.
2017
-FONDART National and International Circulation Line National Fund for Cultural Development and the Arts, Project “Baggage” exhibition Tokyo Inter- national Art Fair , Santiago, Chile.
2018
-S&R Washington Award, Washington, DC, United States.
2019
-Blooom Award By Warsteiner, Cologne, Germany.
COLLABORATIONS (extract)
2016
-Internship Mil Metros Cuadrados Art Collective -Steel Workshop, Santiago, Chile.
-Assistant Professor Edification Course at Pontifi- cal Catholic University of Chile, Santiago, Chile. Assistant Professor at Pontifical
Catholic Universi- ty of Chile ‘s Biennale di Venezia Workshop, Venice, Italy.
-Assistant Norton Maza Visual Artist / DEEP IM- PACT for The LA Art Show United States, Santiago, Chile.
-Assistant Beatrice Di Girolamo Visual Artist / Ex- hibition PArC Lima Perú, Santiago, Chile. -Collective exhibition at the 3rd Biennale at
the Pontifical Catholic University Architecture Faculty, Santiago, Chile.
2018
-Assistant Mathias Gramoso Visual Artist / Perfor- mance at Tempelhofer Feld, Berlin, Germany. -Performance at the Museum für Fotografie, Berlin, Germany.
-Exhibition “NO p r o j e k t“ 1st PANKUMENTA , Bard College, Berlin, Germany.
2019
-Exhibition „KEIN KONZEPT JA!“, ERRATUM Gal- lery, Berlin, Germany.
-Performance NO IS, BETA OPEN STUDIO, Berlin, Germany.
-Exhibition “Ubiquitous” CTM / transmediale audi- tion program
SOLO PROJECTS (extract)
2010
-Exhibition 1st Sculpture Biennale at the Architec- ture School Pontifical Catholic University of Chile, Santiago, Chile.
2013
-Performance “Homage to Saul“ at Tempelhofer Feld, Berlin, Germany.
-Street Installation “Ort“ at Warschauer Straße, Berlin, Germany.
2014
-Photography Research “Alvar Aalto ‘s - life & work“, Helsinki-Säynätsalo-Muuratsalo-Jyväskylä,
2016
Invitation Young Architects Program YAP Construc- to, MoMA Santiago, Chile.
-Exhibition Sculpture Biennale Pontifical Catholic University of Chile, Santiago, Chile.
„one hundred twenty meters steel tube resting on a stairway”
-Installation „one hundred twenty meters steel tube hanging between bridge and river” at the Mapocho river, Santiago, Chile.
2017
-1st Solo Exhibition Tokyo International Art Fair (TIAF) / Project “Baggage“, Tokyo, Japan. -Invitation PAKS Gallery Contemporary Art
Bien- nale Basel (not realized)
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Ola Czuba
Italy
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OLA CZUBA

DISCOMFORT OBJECT
Discomfort Object reinterprets Man of Sorrows, one of the Christian devotional icons, conceived as aids for prayer or contemplation, widespread especially in the 14th and 15th centuries.
In the photographic representation, attention focuses on missed wounds and on an acupuncture needle put in the chest.

Discomfort Object
Digital photography
2019
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OLA CZUBA

Ola Czuba (Lodz, 1984) lives and works in Rome. Graduated in Multimedia Arts at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Rome. Works with video, sound, installation and performance.
Selected group exhibitions: Contol Reversal, curated by Marta Silvi and Carla Capodimonti, Palazzo Candiotti,
Foligno; Paesaggi Elettronici, curated by Teresa Macrì, Lea Mattarella, Federica Pirani e Gabriele Simongini,
MACRO Museo d’Arte Contemporanea, Rome; Labirynt/Labirinto, curated by Dario Evola, Akademia Sztuk
Pieknych im. Eugeniusza Gepperta, Wroclaw; Quattro Artisti al Castello, curated by Cecilia Casorati, Santa
Severa; Silenzio per favore! curated by Adina Pugliese, Spazio V.AR.CO, l’Aquila; Tent Academy Awards 2015,
curated by Franziska Nori, Tent Academy, Rotterdam; Uscita d’Emergenza, curated by Whart, MACRO Museo
d’Arte Contemporanea, Rome.
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Sara Zunino
Italy
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SARA ZUNINO

HAND LUGGAGE
To limit the freedom of movement of human beings is one of the greatest current social injustices. In
the world, every two seconds a person is forced to leave her or his own house due to conflict or persecution. After the shipwreck of Lampedusa on October 3rd, 2013, in which 368 migrants died, there have
been increased efforts to identify the bodies of people who lost their lives while crossing the Mediterranean.
Coroners, anthropologists and CSI-units have started classifying objects, personal belongings, documents found among the corpses of the migrants.
Today these objects tell stories that their owners cannot tell anymore.
The long and difficult process that leads to the identification of a body is crucial to allow families to
cope with their loss, in order to give back dignity to those human beings who are at risk of becoming
figures in the statistics of our public debates.
Among the objects that are often found on the corpses – usually in a pocket, in a backpack or even
sown into their clothes – there are small plastic bags containing sand or soil from their home-country.
Because in the very moment when you leave your country, your home, your beloved ones, hoping for a
better future, without knowing if and when you’ll be back, the act of carrying with you a few grams of
soil is a powerful gesture that connects you with your memories and your roots. Over the past five years
it is estimated that at least 15.000 people have died on the route that leads from North Africa to Italy.
Every plastic-bag is accompanied by the gelocation-coordinates of the area where the soil was retrieved. All plastic bags look the same, the coordinates are numbers and letters.
This extreme uniformity aims at stressing that there is no difference between one place and the other,
between one human being and another in the very moment in which people migrate and leave their
place of origin. Without knowing whether they’ll ever come back.
THE COORDINATES
1. 21 ° 27’04.9’’N 22 ° 38’03.6’’E - Desert of southern Libya
2. 18 ° 22’24.1 “N 68 ° 50’34.6” W - Baia Hibe, Dominican Republic
3. 35 ° 33’10.0’’N 1 ° 11’47.6’’W - Plage de Sbeaat, Algeria
4. 40 ° 53’11.2’’S 173 ° 02’49.5’’E - Tonga Bay Beach, New Zealand
5. 39 ° 49’56.0’’N 9 ° 40’53.2’’E - Barì Beach, Bari Sardo, Sardinia, Italy
6. 36 ° 13’43.7’’N N ° 26’57.0’’E - Kaputas Pamphilia, Turkey
7. 33 ° 26’13.9’’N 8 ° 54’48.9’’E - Sahara sand, Zaafrene, Tunisia
8. 53 ° 26’23.0’’N 10 ° 04’17.2’’W - Mannin Bay, Connemara, Ireland
9. 35 ° 13’55.0’’N 23 ° 40’42.5’’E - Pahia Ammos, Paleohora, Crete, Greece
10. 44 ° 17’40.3’’N 9 ° 22’12.6’’E - Cavi Beach, Cavi di Lavagna, Liguria, Italy
11. 43 ° 46’37.8 “N 11 ° 13’41.1” E - Riva dell’Arno, Florence, Italy
12. 14 ° 02’17.0’’N 16 ° 43’32.6’’W - Mboss, Senegal
13. 16 ° 02’33.4’’N 108 ° 15’07.5’’E - Danang Beach, Northern Vietnam
14. 42 ° 57’40.5’’N 9 ° 27’06.8’’E - Macinaggio beach, Corsica
15. 20 ° 05’01.7 “N 57 ° 49’31.4” E - Governorate of al-Wusta, Oman
16. 20 ° 54’51.2’’N 27 ° 37’28.6’’E - Nubian Desert, Wadi Halfa, Sudan
17. 52 ° 35’54.1’’N 13 ° 13’27.9’’E - Baumberge, Heiligensee, Berlin, Germany
18. 26 ° 33’28.4’’N 70 ° 44’00.3’’E - Thar Desert, Janra, Rajasthan, India
19. 51 ° 16’34.2’’N 3 ° 01’28.9’’E - De Haan, Belgium
20. 31 ° 04’39.5’’N 3 ° 59’12.4’’W - Dunes of Merzouga, Erfud, Morocco
21. 35 ° 30’47.2 “N 12 ° 33’27.1” E - Spiaggia dei Conigli, Lampedusa, Italy
Hbiba Ciao (*)
https://youtu.be/iDAqx81xJjg
«Tomorrow when you’ll wake up you won’t find me
oh darling goodbye, bye bye bye
Turn on the TV, maybe you’ll see me
hopping on Italian ground».
[…]
«Be it that we see that paradise with our eyes
oh darling goodbye, bye bye bye
be it that we drown and die without a grave
my soul will come back to you swimming».

Hand luggage

(*) “Hbiba Ciao” was written in 2011 by the Tunisian artist Bendir Man on the melody of “Bella Ciao”
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Brass, sand, plastic
300x15x8 cm
2019
(Photos: Niccolò Vonci)
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SARA ZUNINO

Sara Zunino (1987) grew up in Liguria, in Cavi di Lavagna (GE).
Currently she lives and works in Florence.
After attending the Istituto Statale d’Arte in Chiavari (GE), in 2006 she moved to Carrara where she studied
sculpture at the Academy of Fine Arts.
In the laboratories of the Academy she also worked with 3D scanners, digitally scanning part of the nineteenth-century statues belonging to the Gypsotheque, and in particular the full-size historical copy of Michelangelo’s “Moses”.
In 2013 she collaborated with the Science and Technology Foundation - First Museum of Florence. The following year she won a scholarship at the Museo Galileo - History of Science Institute and Museum in Florence where she worked for the virtual exhibition “A land beyond the stars - Amerigo Vespucci and Martin
Waldseemüller’s planisphere”.
Since 2016 she has been teaching plastic and sculptural disciplines in high schools.
In addition, she teaches Italian L2 to foreign students, working in literacy projects for migrants aimed primarily at unaccompanied foreign minors (MSNA - UAMs).
Since January 2019 she has been working at the Giufà Literacy Center of the Municipality of Florence, teaching Italian L2 to foreign children in primary schools.
www.sarazunino.it
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Victor Secardin
France
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VICTOR SECARDIN

UNTITLED
When I draw, I never have an intention, a predetermined shape in mind, at the very moment I
start to draw on the paper, I don’t know what I’m going to do yet. I access my imagination by
following unexpected leads. To provoke them, I try to put all the clichés I have in my head aside and I let my hand draw autonomously, and I wait until, in the accumulation of lines, I see
a place where some of them detach themselves and form a piece of face, hip, foot, whatever
it is, and from which I untie the lines all around to recompose a body. And then I start over at
a different place on the sheet. Thus by chance I explore the most extravagant morphologies,
sometimes undulating and tenuous, sometimes adipose and puffy, but for which I am always
careful not to obliterate the anthropomorphic physique.
When a semblance of composition begins to become clearer, I evaluate it more carefully, and
look for in the posture of the bodies what could be the reflection of a narrative movement
that would link them all, from that moment on I conceive of the composition as a theatrical
space in which each new body is designed to interact with the rest of the troupe. Through a
single drawing, I want to evoke the trace of a story. A story of which only one scene remains,
an enigmatic scene, which is never totally explicit about what is going on and what has been
ellipsed. The aim is not so much to give a key to reading a presupposed narrative, but to enable everyone to envisage a story within the framework of the drawing, a story whose absence
of title and text makes it easy to become the narrator oneself. It’s a delayed story. It slips
between all the bodies facing and observing each other. We can ignore it, consider the bodies
for their graphic identity, or activate it whenever we want, as soon as we try to make some of
them talk to each other.
For this drawing, I started by sketching lines randomly all over the sheet, as if I was applying
a first mesh of scattered filaments. Once all the space has been pretty much twisted into
lines, I’m going to untie a few bodies here and there in the knots.
Although I try to let myself be surprised by the figures I untangle, always looking for original
postures and morphologies, their dimensions are nevertheless resolutely small, and under
the weight of the format, they are as if crushed. So I have to have more of them bent until
there are enough of them to deal consistently with the void in the sheet.
While composing my scene, I have in mind to follow the plot of a slightly burlesque and romantic dance.
From a graphic point of view, I want when you read the drawing from a distance, the whole
composition is pulsating. Thus, within these bodies piled up jumbled together, I look for those
whose postures can echo each other, merge into a single momentum, and I wanted to create
through the treatment of colours and the reserves of white, like garlands of characters that
wind from one edge to the other, intermingle, and tie the whole composition together to emanate a common synergy.
I hope that when we get closer, the composition untangles, that each character has a singular richness. I made sure that the work of inking and colour was more pronounced on some
limbs than on others, in order to give a little more dynamism to their movement and
weight to their bodies, and to leave in the most airy areas, like openings through which the
gaze can sneak in to continue reading.
Finally, I chose the element of the mask, both to accentuate the theatrical attitude of the
characters and to give the reader the possibility of seeing a narrative prism through which
to imagine the figures in dialogue; but also to associate two contrasting graphic repertoires,
whose unexpected combination enhances the aesthetics of the bodies.
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Untitled

Indian ink, watercolor, acrylic, brushes and pen on paper
115x85 cm
2020
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VICTOR SECARDIN

I’m a 21-year-old French student. I was born in France, in Châteauroux, in 1999. I started drawing when I was
6 years old. As early as middle school, I enrolled at the municipal school of fine arts, where I followed the
drawing courses of amateur practice until my last years of high school. When I was 18 years old I entered the
first year of the Fine Arts of Versailles, which I then left to work in a gallery that my parents ran for a year.
At the end of that year, I passed the Decorative Arts competition in Strasbourg, where I am currently in my
second year.
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Yicca Staff

Patrick Simonitto
public relations
Patrick Simonitto lives across Italy, Bulgaria and Switzerland. He and his former business
partner founded the “Artemento”, project about artistic complements for interior design.
Now works in the IT and business consulting field.

Alberto Del Monego
logistics dept.
Alberto Del Monego, born in Italy, now lives in Sofia, is a technical designer. He manages
YICCA’s events logistics.

Massimo Toffolo
Massimo is a curator and art-advisor based in Udine, Italy.
He’s the art director of YICCA.
He’s involved, as independent curator, in construction and development of various art
projects. In 2009 he co-founded the Aps Moho association, that manages the YICCA Art
Contest. He has worked for numerous artistic events; as an artist he collaborated with many
galleries of contemporary art.

Sonia Caballero Moreno, Manlio and Milena Dittaro
translation dept.
Sonia Caballero Moreno is an interpreter and she works for YICCA competition as a
responsible for the translations. Manilo and Milena are an interpreter form German to
Italian, Manilo collaborates with YICCA also as a logistic consultant.

Fabio and Ginevra De Marchi
supporters
Fabio and Ginevra De Marchi are young Italian collectors, who enthusiastically wanted to
work with us.

Red Bul Consulting OOD
technical support
Red Bul Consulting develops dynamic, cost effective, and distinguishable websites by
combining technology with business concepts that help make web sites easy to use and
understand.

Margherita Jedrzejewska
Margherita is an art historian and curator based between Poland and Italy.
In 2009 she founded with Massimo Toffolo the Aps Moho association.
She’s the editor of various websites focused on contemporary art.
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YICCA 2020 - Acknowledgements
We want to use this space dedicated for greetings to make the right
homage to all the artists that have participated in this, and in the
previous editions of the contest.
All, without exception, have shown not only commitment and
quality but also an enthusiasm that only the artists can have.
Through their work they wanted to show their point of view, proving
that now art is more alive and ferment than ever.

Acknowledgements

A constant and significant job, each artist injects us his own ideas
and his techniques because of personal experiences.
It ‘s a unique and important source not only for us but especially for
the culture which is always related to the art.
To all of them goes our recognition and our compliments, hoping
that to everyone will be given the right space and mode to
demonstrate their talent.
A wish that we take very seriously and we’ll do what is necessary
for this to happen.
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